
VoRTCS 
VoRTCS, pronounced ‘Vortex’ is a not-for profit 
program that provides free in-home tutoring for 
refugee families in Greater Brisbane. It is run by 
volunteers and staff and is a Special Works of the  
St Vincent de Paul Society Queensland. 

Our aim 
Our aim is to assist refugee families to settle into life 
in Australia, to build community links, and to reach 
the point where they can access the opportunities 
available to all Australians.

How it works
Our Volunteer Tutors 
visit the same families 
in small groups each 
week, usually for 
periods of one to 
three years. They help 
family members with 
their English and their knowledge about how our 
community works, and they focus on areas of need 
for the family to function more independently. For 
the parents, this may involve conversation practice 
and life skills such as using public transport or 
maintaining accommodation. For the children, it may 
involve reading and supporting their school work. 

Contact us
More info’:  www.refugeetutoring.org 
Volunteering:  info.vortcs@svdpqld.org.au or  
phone (07) 3010 1069 
Refer a family:  tutoring.vortcs@svdpqld.org.au
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Our tutors 
The VoRTCS Program is growing – we have 
approximately 500 tutors of all ages, backgrounds 
and professions.  

Tutors are matched with a family who live in a region 
of Brisbane where the tutors can manage the weekly 
transport on an ongoing basis. Then, they arrange 
with the families a suitable day and time to visit each 
week. All volunteer tutors are provided with cultural 
awareness training, resources and ongoing support. 
ESL training is also available in a partnership with 
TAFE. Regular tutor meetings provide opportunities 
for tutors to share their experience and broaden their 
knowledge of refugee related issues. All tutors are 
required to hold Blue Cards, and cannot visit their 
family alone (2 tutors minimum) for risk management 
reasons.

Our families
VoRTCS assists approximately 250 refugee families, 
who have been in Australia for periods of several 
months to several years. Their needs can range from 
basic English up to job hunting. These families are 
typically from countries like Burma, Afghanistan, 
Iraq, and African countries. They are referred from 
other refugee service providers, local and state 
wide community support groups, ESL teachers and 
schools. Referrers are asked to complete a Family 
Referral Form (accessible from our website) and to 
briefly attend with the tutors at their first visit to the 
family, if possible.
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